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Builds Early Writing Skills

Children have fun learning early writing and
reading skills at Writer Rabbit's "Sentence Party"



Quick Start

With a little help in the beginning, even very young readers can
have fun with Writer Rabbit immediately. Parents or helpers should
spend a few minutes with first-time players and read through the
game instructions on the screen. Players should be encouraged to
press [T] whenever they need help during the program. Once
children learn which keys to press to make things happen in the
games, they'll be on their own building sentences and creating
stories for hours at a time.

Although there are many ways to change the games, all game
options are preset so you can begin playing right away.
Here's how:

□ Load the program into your computer. (See page 2.)

□ Select Level A (the easiest level) by following the prompts on
the screen.

□ Choose Sentence Hints from the menu of games to learn about
the different sentence parts and about complete sentences.
Then choose "Go to Main Menu."

□ Select the first game—Ice Cream Game—from the menu.

□ Choose "See how to play" to view the game instructions on
your screen. Then choose "Play the game." Whenever you
need help in the program, press \Y\.

□ Refer to the manual for more information on playing the
games, changing game options, and saving and printing
scores and stories.
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Introducing . . .

The Learning Company

Since its beginning in 1980, The Learning Company has been
widely recognized as the leader in educational software. Our
innovative products have won "Software of the Year" awards from
Learning Magazine and Parents' Choice, "Critics' Choice" awards
from Family Computing, and earned the coveted approval of the
National Education Association. Developed and evaluated by a
team of educators, program designers, and educational software
specialists, our programs have set the highest industry standards
for educational quality and design excellence. We've combined
imaginative graphics, the best in animation and program design,
and proven educational theory to bring you the finest educational
software available today.
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Introducing . . .

Writer Rabbit

Writer Rabbit is a playful and imaginative educational program that
helps children learn early writing and reading skills. Children
identify sentence parts and construct sentences by playing Writer
Rabbit's lively party games. When they've learned the basic
building blocks of sentences, players have fun creating their own
amusing nonsense stories to enjoy again and again.
Through a series of six carefully sequenced games, children learn
to recognize simple sentence parts in isolation and in sentences,
and to recognize their order in complete sentences. Players then
identify complete sentences, expand them, and arrange the
sentence parts in the best logical order. They learn one concept at
a time, at their own pace, and use those skills to master new ones.
The last game in the program encourages writing creativity by
allowing players to supply missing parts to a story format. While
the stories may stretch the imagination and tickle the funny bone,
all of them conform to the accepted rules of grammar. Because the
program includes hundreds of phrases, thousands of sentences,
and dozens of different story formats, the games are never the
same twice — ensuring sustained motivation and hours of
stimulating play.
The program features three separate vocabularies for Levels A to C
and a wide variety of game options for controlling a child's learning
experience. Designed specifically for parents and teachers, the
option settings include speed, a timer, sound, and the kind and
number of sentence parts used in a game. A chart displays game
scores by skill areas so strengths and weaknesses are easy to
assess. With a complete help facility available at all levels of the
program, and the capability of saving and printing scores and
stories, you'll find Writer Rabbit a powerful teaching tool that
couldn't be easier to use.

Combining the best in animation, innovative design, educational
approach, and humor, Writer Rabbit is sure to delight even
reluctant writers of all ages.
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Introducing . . .

The Authors

Leslie Grimm
Meet Leslie Grimm, Ph.D., the coordinator and lead designer of
Writer Rabbit. In addition to this program, she has designed and
programmed other award-winning Learning Company programs,
including Reader Rabbit, Magic Spells, and the highly acclaimed
Robot Odyssey. Having earned degrees from Stanford University
and the University of Washington, Dr. Grimm taught in the class
room for many years, working with children of all ability levels. She
then turned her talents to designing and programming educational
software—software that was to earn her national acclaim as an
innovator of discovery-based learning programs for children.
Recognized for her creativity, technical expertise, and commitment
to education, Dr. Grimm is the Director of Product Development for
The Learning Company.

Dennis Caswell
Meet Dennis Caswell, the lead programmer and artist of Writer
Rabbit, whose artistic talents and programming skill contributed
to the special effects and whimsical character of the program's
animation. A long list of achievements in game design precedes
Mr. Caswell's work on this program, including many popular
action games. With an M.S. degree in Computer Science from
the University of California at Los Angeles and many years
experience programming in assembly and high-level languages,
Mr. Caswell has earned a reputation for innovative design and
program excellence.

Gene Genoar
Meet Gene Genoar, responsible for the design and programming
of Writer Rabbit's Silly Story Party. Mr. Genoar's knowledge of
computer languages and operating systems, his programming
ability, and his expertise in creating interactive, real-time graphics
contributed to the performance and visual appeal of the program's
story writer. Having studied Computer and Information Science at
the University of California at Santa Cruz and earned a certificate
of merit for his design work, Mr. Genoar is a valuable member of
The Learning Company's design team.



Introducing . . .

The Authors (continued)

Sid Weber
Meet Sid Weber, the person behind the technical quality of Writer
Rabbit, as well as many other Learning Company products. In
addition to performing exhaustive tests on the program, Mr. Weber
assisted with the programming code and graphics for all three
Writer Rabbit Cake Games. With a B.S. degree from Humbolt State
University and credentials in computer programming, Mr. Weber
has performed quality assurance on product upgrades and conver
sions for Reader Rabbit, Robot Odyssey, Magic Spells, Rocky's
Boots, and many other programs. His versatility and mastery of
software testing procedures has assured the technical integrity of
The Learning Company software products for many years.

Shaun Gordon
Meet Shaun Gordon, programmer of the operating system, printer
interface, and menu of Writer Rabbit. In addition to providing much
of this program's user-interface, Mr. Gordon's other accomplish
ments include developing the editor for Magic Spells and authoring
a portion of the adventure game in Robot Odyssey. Currently a
student of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the
University of California at Berkeley, Mr. Gordon is planning to enter
the field of artificial intelligence.

Acknowledgment
The concept for this program was inspired by the work of Pat Neu,
a teacher of learning-disabled children and computer specialist
with the Whisman School district. Ms. Neu developed the idea of
breaking sentences into seven distinctive sentence parts and tested
the concept for a year with hundreds of elementary school children.
Ms. Neu also participated in the extensive field testing of the Writer
Rabbit program.
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Welcome To Writer Rabbit

Writer Rabbit invites you to join the sentence party! He's cooked up
some great party games that will make you an expert sentence
builder and story maker in no time at all. With the help of his fancy
machines, writing sentences couldn't be easier!
To play the games, you'll need to learn about sentence parts-
phrases that tell who or what did what, when and where, and
how and why. You'll use these parts to put sentences together
and make Writer Rabbit's machines work. There's an ice cream
machine, a cake maker, and a juicer that turn carrots into delicious
desserts while you turn sentence parts into complete sentences.

Then join the Silly Story Party and use sentence parts to write
your own stories. You can write funny stories, serious stories, even
out-of-this-world stories. With Writer Rabbit there to cheer you on,
anything can happen! So come on in and join the party!



Getting Started

To load your Writer Rabbit
program:
D Put the Writer Rabbit disk in

the disk drive, Side 1 up, and
close the door.

□ Turn on your computer.
After the opening picture, a window appears asking you to choose
the level you want for the games or make a backup copy of your
Writer Rabbit disk (see Making a Backup below.) You can make the
window appear sooner by pressing any key. Each level has a
different vocabulary and different game settings (see page 16).
Level A is the easiest level, Level C is the hardest. You can press
p?1 to see a description of the levels. When you choose a level,
the main menu will appear — your invitation to join the party!

MAKING A BACKUP
If you are planning to use your Writer Rabbit disk frequently, it is a
good idea to make a backup copy. Since Writer Rabbit takes up
both sides of the disk, you can copy it onto two single-sided blank
disks, or one double-sided blank disk. A double-sided disk will
need to be notched on both sides. Don't forget to remove the write
protect tabs. You do not need to format the disk(s). When you're
ready to make your backup, follow these instructions carefully.
You will only be allowed to make one copy!
□ Put your Writer Rabbit disk in the disk drive, side 1 up, and

close the door.
□ Turn on your computer.
□ When the "SELECT LEVEL" menu appears, press |_B

for backup.
□ If you're sure you're ready, press I RETURN], otherwise you

can press I ESC I and make the backup later.
□ Follow the prompts on the screen very carefully to make

the backup.
□ When the copy is made, verify that it works, and put it in a

safe place.



CHOOSING A GAME OR PROGRAM OPTION
Writer Rabbit contains six games,
a Sentence Hints tutorial, and
Special Features for changing
the game settings and working
with scores and stories. If this is
the first time you've played Writer
Rabbit, choose Sentence Hints
first to learn all about sentence
parts and complete sentences.
Then play the games in order.

YOU RE INVITED!
t© Writer ftafebtt's s«»t«mc« parttf?

Cafe* 8aii*<* I

Sitttj St«r<t f*ar**$

$e>*»*0**Ce Hints
Special features

■'¥

a«

Move 2E3 with ftRBOW KEYS. Tht>o
i„pr*s« gPftCC,8<ilt..pr.f»f f lor hrt|>«„.

To choose a game or option:
□ Use the ARROW KEYS to move the highlight bar to the one

you want.
0or[7] moves the bar down.
[3 or ED moves the bar up.

□ Press I SPACE BAR 1 to pick the game or option.

When you select a game, you may be asked to turn your disk over.
Side 1 contains the first five games; Side 2 contains the Silly Story
Party game. Just follow the prompt on the screen to load the game
you want.
To find out more about the games and options, press [T]. A help
window will appear on top of the main menu. Follow the prompts
on the screen to see the next help window or to return to the
main menu.



ICE CREAM GAME
Operate an ice cream machine by
reading and identifying a sentence part.

CAKE GAME 1
Work a cake making machine
by finding a sentence part inside
a sentence.

CAKE GAME 2
Find a sentence part inside a sentence
by choosing one word at a time.

CAKE GAME 3
Tell the order of the sentence parts
in a sentence and become a master
cake maker!

JUICE GAME
Run the juicer machine by deciding if a
group of words is a complete sentence,
adding words to the sentence, and
choosing the best order of sentence
parts in a sentence.

SILLY STORY PARTY
Create your own silly stories by adding
missing sentence parts.

SENTENCE HINTS
Find out about all the different sentence
parts and which ones make a complete
sentence. Come here first before playing
any of the games.

WHAT?

SPECIAL FEATURES
Change the games by setting the speed,
timer, sound, reading level, and the sen
tence parts to use in a game. You can also
view, save, clear, and load scores and print
scores and saved stories. (Note: You can
also change the timer and sound settings
during a game, choose the sentence parts
for the Ice Cream Game from the game
itself, and print or save stories from the
Silly Story Party.)



USING THE SPECIAL KEYS
You can use these keys from anywhere in the program. You'll
find them listed at the end of every help section. See page 26 for
a complete list of all the keys used in Writer Rabbit.
lESCl returns you to the previous menu or screen.
CONTROL] - [s] turns the sound on or off.

I CONTROL! - [T] turns the timer on or off.
m g i v e s y o u h e l p o r h i n t s .

GETTING HELP
You can get help at any time from anywhere in the program by
pressing]?!. A help window will appear that explains a game,
menu, or game option; describes a sentence part; or gives you
a hint, depending on where you are in the program.
Some help messages take up more than one window. Follow the
prompts on the screen to go to the next window or press lESCl to
go back to the game or menu where you started.
Use the help windows often, especially if you are a new player.
They're free and can help you become a better player.

BEFORE PLAYING THE GAMES
Choose "Sentence Hints" from
the main menu to find out what
you need to know about sentence
parts and complete sentences to
play the games. You'll see a
menu listing seven sentence parts
and an option for sentences. Use
the ARROW KEYS to move the
bar down the list, one at a time, and press I SPACE BAR 1 for each
option. An explanation with examples will be displayed for each
sentence part and for complete sentences.
A description of each sentence part in Writer Rabbit is included on
page 27. You might want to keep this list near the computer to refer
to while playing the games. Or, you can press [?] any time you
need help during a game.



The Games

When you choose a game from the main menu, you'll see the
machine you'll be using in the game. After a short pause the game
menu will appear in a window. (You can make the game menu
appear sooner by pressing any key after the machine appears.)
All the games have these three options (and some have more):
□ Play the game or Write! (in Silly Story Party) starts the game.
D See how to play gives you instructions on playing the game.
□ Go to Main Menu lets you leave the game and return to the

main menu.
To choose an option and to make selections while playing the
games, use the ARROW KEYS to highlight your choice and press
SPACE BAR to select it
If the game timer is turned on, you will hear it ticking away during
a game. The timer bar below Writer Rabbit will get shorter and
shorter. You'll need to work fast and give your answer before the
timer bar disappears and your time is up.

The Learning Company
Proudly lUuards Tins Official

Certificate of
Acftiet'ement

To Yo«
For U*tnmn$ IS Carrots.

Stupendous?

finite* {&aMU, $&

SCOREBOARD AND CERTIFICATES^
When you finish any of the games,
except the Silly Story Party, you
will have a chance to see your
score and print an award certi
ficate. Your score is the number
of carrots you used to make ice
cream, cake, or juice in all the
games youVe played so far. The
scoreboard shows how many correct answers you had in the last
game you played, and gives the total for all the previous games.
From the scoreboard, you can print out an award certificate that
shows the number of carrots you've won. To print a certificate,
select "Print your certificate" from the scoreboard that appears
when you finish a game. Type your name and the date when you
see the prompts. See page 20 for printing instructions.
You can also choose to play the game again from the scoreboard.
If you choose to go on, the next game will have a whole new set of
sentence parts and/or sentences. Carrots will accumulate from
game to game. 6



ICE CREAM GAME
Join the fun at the ice cream machine where the party begins!
To play the game, you need to tell what kind of sentence part is
shown at the top of Writer Rabbit's ice cream machine. When
your answer is right, the machine turns carrots into scoops of
ice cream!
Before playing the game, you can choose which sentence parts
you want to use in the game. The parts with the check marks
beside them have already been chosen. To choose other parts,
move the highlight bar to the sentence part you want and press
SPACE BARl. A check mark will appear beside that part. To
remove a sentence part from the game, move the bar to that part
and press 1 SPACE BAR]. The check mark will disappear. Choose
as many parts as you want for a game (you need at least two). The
more you choose, the more challenging the game will be!

First choose "See how to play"
from the game menu and read
the game instructions. Then
when you're ready, choose "Play
the game" to start the game.

To play the game:
□ Read the sentence part at the top of the machine and decide

what kind of part it is.
□ Select that sentence part inside the machine.
□ If the first sentence part you picked is correct, you'll see three

carrots slide into the machine and come out as three scoops of
ice cream. The carrot counter on the machine will count out the
carrots you used. Then a new sentence part will appear at the
top of the machine.

□ When you've played with five different sentence parts, you'll get
to see the scoreboard. How did you do?

If your first or second answer isn't right, one of the carrots will
disappear and a hint will scroll across the screen. If your third
answer isn't right, you'll get to see the answer and can try again on
a new sentence part. Don't worry if some of your ice cream cones
are empty or have only one or two scoops. Writer Rabbit has a lot
more carrots for making ice cream!



THE CAKE GAMES
If you've never made carrot cake before, now is your chance! All
you need to do is find sentence parts in sentences to turn carrots
into party cakes.
If you are a beginning cake maker, play the three Cake Games
in order. The first one is the easiest game; the others are
more difficult.
First choose "See how to play" from the game menu and read the
game instructions. Then choose "Play the game" when you're
ready to play.
To play Cake Game 1:
□ Read the sentence part

in the sign at the top of
the machine.

D Select that sentence part in
the sentence below.

D If you find the right sentence
part, you'll watch three carrots
glide through the machine
and a triple-decker cake pop out. The carrot counter will count
out the number of carrots you used. Then a new sentence part
and sentence will appear inside the machine.

□ When you've found sentence parts in five different sentences,
you'll get to see your score.

If your first or second answer isn't right, one of the carrots will
disappear and a hint will scroll across the screen. If your third
answer isn't right, you'll get to see the answer and have a chance
to find a new sentence part. If some of your cakes are single or
double-deckers, or even if your plate is empty, you'll still have Writer
Rabbit to cheer you on! Everyone gets another chance.



To play Cake Game 2:
□ Read the sentence part

□

□

□

in the sign at the top of
the machine.
Find that sentence part in
the sentence below by
moving the highlight bar to
any word in the part. Press
SPACE BAR to underline
that word. If the word you picked is not one of those in the
sentence part, you'll get a hint when you press 1 SPACE BAR
Move the bar to each word in the part, pressing 1 SPACE BAR
each time to underline it. When all the words in the part are
underlined, press I RETURN]. (NOTE: Use I SPACE BAR I to
underline words; 1 RETURN 1 to select them.)
If you find all the words in the sentence part the first time you
press 1 RETURN L three carrots will slip into the machine and
come out as a triple-decker cake. The carrot counter will count
out the number of carrots you used. Then a new sentence part
and sentence will appear inside the machine.
When you've found sentence parts in five different sentences,
take a look at your score.

If you did not find all the words in the sentence part on your first or
second try, one of the carrots will disappear and a hint will scroll
across the screen. If your third answer isn't right, you'll get to see
the answer and have a chance to find a new sentence part. Don't
worry if all your cakes aren't triple-deckers. Writer Rabbit is always
ready for another game.



To play Cake Game 3:
□ Read the sentence inside the machine. The sentence parts are

separated by dots. Then look at the order of the sentence parts
in the three choices on the scroll.

□ Select the choice on the scroll that shows the order of the
sentence parts in the sentence.

D If you find the right order of the sentence parts, the machine
will take three carrots and make a triple-decker cake. The
carrot counter will count out the number of carrots you used.
Then a new sentence and three new choices will appear in
the machine.

□ When you've found the order of sentence parts in five different
sentences, you'll see the scoreboard^

If your first or second answer
isn't right, one of the carrots will
disappear and a hint will scroll
across the screen. If your third
answer isn't right, you'll get to
see the answer and can try
again with a new sentence.

10



JUICE GAME
Help Writer Rabbit run the juicer
machine by first deciding
whether a group of words is a
complete sentence. Then add a
sentence part and pick the best
order of the parts to make a com
plete sentence. Each correct
answer is worth one glass of
fresh carrot juice!
First choose "See how to play" from the game menu and read the
game instructions. When you're ready to start the game, choose
"Play the game."

To play the game:
□ Read the group of words at the top of the machine. Is it a

complete sentence?
□ Select Yes or No.
□ If your answer is right, you'll see Writer Rabbit's pal bring up a

carrot from the kitchen to make your first glass of juice. Then a
new question and a list of sentence parts will appear.

□ Select a sentence part you can add to the first group of words.
If two sentence parts would work in the sentence, choose
either one.

D If your answer is right, another carrot will be delivered to make
a second glass of juice. Then a new question will appear with
three groups of words.

□ Select the group of words that makes the best sentence.
□ If your answer is right, another carrot will appear for your third

glass of juice.
□ When you've answered five sets of three questions, check your

total score on the scoreboard.
If you miss the first question, you'll get to see the answer and go
on to the next question. If you miss the second or third question,
you'll get hints twice and then the answer. Whenever you miss a
question, a carrot disappears and the glass remains empty. Just
try again and don't let all those carrots go to waste!

11



SILLY STORY PARTY
If you've played all the games so far, you know a lot about sentence
parts and how to make sentences. Now you can use what you
know to write your own short stories — the sillier the better! In this
game, you choose the sentence parts you want for your story. You
can pick parts from a list or write in ones you make up yourself.
Use your imagination. And have fun! That's what parties are for!
This game can be played two
ways: You can see the story while
you choose the missing sentence
parts, or you can hide the story. If
you hide the story, you won't see
it until after you picked all the
sentence parts. Move the
highlight bar to the option you
want on the game menu if no
check mark appears beside it.
Then press 1 SPACE BAR] to
make the check mark appear.
You can let the computer pick a story for you, or you can choose
your own. To let the computer pick, just select "Write!" from the
game menu. To choose your own, select "Pick a Story or Letter."
Then you will see a list of Stories and Letters. Use the chart below
to help you select a story set. Then load a story by choosing a
story title from the list that appears. When the story is loaded,
choose "Write!"

Description
Number of Missing

Sentence Parts

Short Story 2nd grade vocabulary up to 8
Medium Story 3rd grade vocabulary 8-11
Long Story 4th grade vocabulary 10 and up
Letters and Things Letters, notices, reports and

other useful forms
5 and up

Before you write your first story, choose "See how to play" from the
game menu and read the game instructions.

12



To play the game:
□ Choose one of the sentence

parts at the bottom of the
screen, or choose "Type your
own" to enter words of your
own. You can also just begin
typing to choose your own.

□ If you chose a sentence part,
you'll see it appear in the
blank in the story above
Writer Rabbit unless the story is hidden. If you type your own,
type the same kind of sentence part as the ones in the list. To
erase a mistake or capitalize a letter, see Special Keys on page
26. What you type will appear in the story unless the story is
hidden. When you are done typing, press! RETURN!

□ When you add a sentence part to the story, another list of parts
will appear. Continue choosing or typing sentence parts until
the story is finished. Then read your story.

When you're done reading your story, a second game menu will
appear with the following options. Select the option you want.
□ Go on returns you to the first game menu. The story you just

finished will be erased unless you save it (see below).
D Play this story again lets you play the game again with the

same story. But this time, you'll get a whole new set of sentence
parts to choose from.

D Read this story again gives you a second look at your story.
D Print this story lets you print out a typed copy of your story to

show to family and friends. See page 20 for instructions.
D Save this story lets you save the story on a storage disk so you

can print it later from Special Features. See the instructions
below.

Saving Stories
Before saving a story, make sure you have a blank or reusable disk
to use as a storage disk. To make a storage disk, see below.
To save a story:
□ Type in a name for your story, up to 15 characters. To erase a

mistake, see Special Keys on page 26.
□ Follow the prompts on the screen if you need to create a

storage disk.
□ Insert your Writer Rabbit storage disk in the drive and press

RETURN I to save your story.
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Special Game Features

When you choose "Special Features" from the main menu, you'll
see a menu of options that lets you change certain game settings;
view, save, clear, and load game scores; and print current scores,
saved scores, and saved stories created in the Silly Story Party.
For your convenience, some of these features are available in other
parts of the program as well. The Special Features menu includes
the following options:

D Game Options lets you set
the timer, speed, sound, kind
of sentence parts used in the
Ice Cream Game, the reading
level of the games, and the
number of sentence parts
used in a sentence. You can
also choose whether or not to
use WHY and HOW parts in
the Cake and Juice Games.

D Scores gives you a menu with options for viewing individual
game scores or a summary of scores, and for saving, clearing,
and loading scores.

□ Printing allows you to print the scores in memory, print saved
scores and stories, and set up the printer configuration for your
computer system.

D Go to Main Menu returns you to the first Writer Rabbit menu.
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SETTING GAME OPTIONS
Choose "Game Options" from the Special Features menu to see a
list of all the game options. The current setting of each option is
shown by a check mark. These are the default settings for the level
you chose when you loaded the Writer Rabbit program (unless you
changed them while playing the games). The default settings for
each level are shown in the chart on the next page.

To change an option setting:
□ To select an option, move the highlight bar to that option and

□
SPACE BARpress

To remove the check from any of the 7 sentence parts in the
Ice Cream game, move the highlight bar to that option and
press 1 SPACE BAR!. However, you must leave at least two
parts checked.

The following game options are available in other parts of
the program:
□ Timer: You can turn the

timer on and off from
anywhere in the first five
games. (See Special Keys
on page 26.)

□ Sound: You can turn the
sound on and off from
anywhere in the program.
(See Special Keys on
page 26.)

D Sentence pails used in the Ice Cream Game: You can
change the sentence parts used in this game from the Ice
Cream Game menu.

□ Level: You can choose the level of the games from the window
that appears when you load the Writer Rabbit program.
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DEFAULT SETTINGS

Level A Level B Level C

Timer Off On On

Speed Slow Medium Fast

Sound On On On

Sentence parts used in
the Ice Cream Game

WHO
WHERE

WHO
WHERE

DID WHAT
WHEN

WHO
WHERE

DID WHAT
WHEN
WHAT
WHY
HOW

Reading level 2nd grade
words

3rd grade
words

4th grade
words

Number of sentence
parts used in a sentence

2-3 2-4 2-4

WHY and HOW used in the
Cake and Juice Games

No Yes Yes
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THE SCORES
Choose "Scores" from the Special Features menu to see a
menu with options for viewing, saving, and clearing the current
scores generated from playing the games. There is also an
option for loading saved scores. The Scores menu options are
described below.

Score Summary
This option shows all the scores
generated from each of the
scored games in the program —
the Ice Cream Game; Cake
Games 1, 2, and 3; and the Juice
Game. Scores for the three-part
Juice Game are shown for each
of the three game questions. The
Tried column shows the number of answers a player attempted in
the game. The OK column shows the number of correct answers
on the first try.

The Game Charts
Choose one of the three game chart options to see a chart of
scores for the Ice Cream Game or Cake Game 1 or 2. (Game
charts are not appropriate for Cake Game 3 or the Juice Game.
See Score Summary for the total scores of these games.)
The number of correct player
responses (made on the first try
in a game) is shown in the boxes
along the diagonal on the chart.
The number of incorrect respon
ses (made on the first try) and
what the responses were is
shown in the other boxes on the
chart. The number of times a
player ran out of time in a game
is also shown.
The chart makes it easy to assess strengths and weaknesses in a
player's understanding of sentence parts. You can also determine
how much practice a player had with individual sentence parts from
the totals at the bottom of the chart. These totals show the number
of times a player was exposed to each sentence part in the game.
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Saving Scores
The "Save Current Scores" option allows you to save the scores
currently in memory. You can save these scores to print out at a
later time. To save scores, you will need a blank or reusable disk
to use as a storage disk. (See below.)

To save scores:
□ Type a name fty the scores, up to 15 characters. To erase a

mistake see Special Keys on page 26.
□ Insert your Writer Rabbit storage disk in the drive and press

RETURN! to save your scores.
D Follow the prompts on the screen if you need to create a

storage disk, or you can use the same disk you used to save
stories on.

Clearing Scores
Use the Clear Current Scores option to clear the scores currently in
memory. (You may want to save the scores on a storage disk before
clearing them.) Just follow the prompts on the screen.

Loading Scores
When you want to view saved scores or continue the game with the
scores you've saved on a storage disk, first use the Load Scores
option to load them into the computer. When you load scores,
those currently in memory will be erased. (You may want to save
the current scores on a storage disk before loading in new ones.)

To load scores:
□ Insert your Writer Rabbit storage disk in the drive and

press RETURN
□ Select the name of the scores you want to load from the list

that appears.
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PRINTING SCORES AND STORIES
You can print scores and saved stories from the Special Features
menu. (You can also print a story being played from the Silly Story
Party game itself.)
When you print from the Special Features menu, you can print the
current scores as well as the scores and stories you've saved on a
storage disk. First select "Printing." Then select the appropriate
option from the Print menu.
□ Print Current Scores allows you to print the scores that are

currently in memory.
D Print Saved Scores allows you to print the scores you've

saved on your storage disk. (Printing saved scores does not
erase those currently in memory.) Just follow the prompts on
the screen to select the scores you want to print.

D Print Saved Stories allows you to print a story you've saved
on your storage disk. Just follow the prompts on the screen to
select the story you want to print.

D Go to Features Menu returns you to the Special Features
menu.

To print:
□ Select the appropriate print option. A window will appear that

displays the current printer type, the printer interface, the printer
slot, and the line feed setting.

□ If this default printer set-up does not match your system, you
need to make the appropriate changes before you can print.

□ Press [s] to change the current set-up. See page 20 for
instructions.

□ Press [RETURNI to print.
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The Printer Set-Up
Before you can print scores, stories, or certificates, you must have
the proper printer configuration set up for your system. You can
view the default printer settings by selecting any of the program's
print options. A window will appear that displays the current printer
type, the printer interface, the printer slot, and the line feed setting.
To change any of these printer settings, press LSJ to view the
Set-Up menu. Then select the appropriate options to change the
settings to match your system. When you are done, you can either
save the Printer Set-Up (see Save Set-Up below), or you can exit
without saving (see Exit Set-Up Menu below).

The Printer Set-Up options:
D Select Printer gives you a list of different printers from which

you can select. If your printer is not among those on the list,
chances are that it emulates (or can be made to emulate) one
of those listed. Try the default settings or see your printer
manual.

D Select Interface gives you a list of the different interface cards
that can connect your printer to your computer. (You may have
to remove the lid from your computer and look at the card
attached to the printer cable to identify the type of Interface
Card that you have.)

D Change Printer Slot changes the slot number displayed in the
current printer set-up. Press I SPACE BAR! to cycle through the
numbers 1 to 7 to indicate the computer slot connected with
your printer. Slot 1 is the normal setting on most computers.

D Turn Line Feed On/Off toggles the setting displayed in the
current printer set-up between On and Off. If all the printing
comes out on one line, turn Line Feed on. If all the printing is
double-spaced, turn Line Feed off.

D Save Set-Up saves the current printer settings to your Writer
Rabbit game disk so you won't have to reset them each time
you want to print. To save the settings, just follow the prompts
on the screen. The settings will load automatically each time
you load the program.

D Exit Set-Up Menu takes you back to the window that displays
the current printer set-up. (If you just changed the printer set-up,
the new settings will be displayed.) From there, you can print
the scores, story, or certificate.
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The Learning List

Writer Rabbit is an entertaining way for children to develop basic
writing skills while improving their reading ability. By recognizing
sentence parts and complete sentences, young writers learn the
fundamentals of sentence construction step by step.
The first five games are sequenced to build on and reinforce the
skills from the game before. The Silly Story Party game provides
children with an opportunity to be creative and use what they have
learned to write their own stories.
The program's special game options allow parents and teachers
to customize the games to match a child's reading and ability
level while providing variety. The scoring system tracks a
player's progress and pinpoints specific skill areas needing
improvement. Designed for maximum flexibility to grow with the
child, Writer Rabbit is an easy-to-use tool that teaches the basics
of good writing.

Game Concepts and Skills Presented
D Identifying sentence parts

in isolation
□ Improving reading

comprehension

Ice Cream Game

□ Locating specific sentence
parts in a sentence

□ Improving reading
comprehension

Cake Game 1
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Cake Game 2

□ Locating sentence parts in a
sentence one word at a time

D Developing awareness of
complete sentences

□ Developing awareness of
what makes a phrase

□ Improving reading
comprehension

□ Recognizing the order of
sentence parts in a sentence

D Developing awareness of
complete sentences

□ Improving reading
comprehension

Cake Game 3

Juice Game

Silly Story Party

□

□

□

□

□

□

□

□
□
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Recognizing complete
sentences
Adding sentence parts to
incomplete and complete
sentences
Making more complex
sentences
Determining the best order of
sentence parts in a sentence
Improving reading
comprehension

Choosing sentence parts to
complete a story
Writing sentence parts to
complete a story
Developing writing creativity
Improving reading
comprehension



Additional Activities

SENTENCE SENSE
Play this game with one or two friends and take turns making
up sentences.
The first player makes up a WHO or WHAT sentence part. The
second player finishes the sentence by adding a DID WHAT
sentence part. The sentence can make sense or nonsense, but
the parts must be correct.
You can make longer sentences by having the first player add a
WHEN part to the sentence and the second player add a WHERE
part. In this game, repeat the whole sentence each time you add a
new part. For example:
Player 1 says WHAT: My dog
Player 2 says DID WHAT: My dog chased a cat.
Player 1 says WHEN: My dog chased a cat yesterday.
Player 2 says WHERE: My dog chased a cat yesterday

at the park.
To make the game harder, take turns adding HOW and WHY parts.
Make sure you put the parts where they belong in the sentence.
For example:
Player 1 says HOW: My dog chased a cat quickly

yesterday at the park.
Player 2 says WHY: My dog chased a cat quickly

yesterday at the park just for fun.
WRITE AWAY!
Use copies of page 25 to write an award, an announcement, a
party invitation, or a newspaper story. On the top line, tell what you
are writing. Write "Award," "Announcement," "Party Invitation," or
"Story." Then write your name on the bottom line.
An Award
WHO Tell who won the award. Name a friend, a teacher, a

classmate, or someone from your family.
WHEN Tell when the award was given. Give the day of the week

and the date and year, such as Friday, October 10,1986.
WHY Tell why the award is being given. For being a best

friend? A favorite teacher? A good student? An out
standing team player?
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An Announcement
WHAT Tell what event you are announcing, such as a baseball

game, a fish fry, a class field trip, a picnic, or a frisbee
contest.

WHEN Tell when the event will take place. Give the day of the
week, the date, and the time of day, such as Saturday,
July 5,1986, at 2:00 PM.

WHERE Tell where the event will take place. Give the name of the
place, such as the name of a park or building, and the
street and city address.

A Party Invitation
WHO Tell who is invited to the party or who the party is for.

Name a friend or group of friends.
WHEN Tell when the party will be. Give the day of the week,

the date, and the time of day.
WHERE Tell where the party will be. Give the street and city

address.
WHY Tell why you are giving the party. Is it to celebrate a

birthday? A special holiday? A graduation?

A Newspaper Story
Pretend you are a reporter covering an important story. Ask a lot of
questions. Ask WHO or WHAT DID WHAT. Ask WHEN and
WHERE it happened and HOW and WHY. Write the answers as
complete sentences. When you are done, rewrite your story on
another piece of paper and put the sentences in the order you
think works best for the story.
WHO or WHAT Tell who or what was involved. Name the person

or group of people, or name the thing.
DID WHAT Tell what event happened. Was a lost dog found?

Was a ball game played? Was the school play a
big success? Did someone do something special
you want to describe?

WHEN Tell when it happened. Give the day of the week,
the date, and the time of day.

WHERE Tell where it happened. Give a street and city
address or the name of the place, such as a
school or park.

WHY Tell why it happened, if you know the reason.
HOW Tell how it happened. Explain how the event

started and how it ended.
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WHERE
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HOW

by.
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Special Keys

Keys Function

BED Moves the highlight bar down or right
H Q ] Moves the highlight bar up or left

M or DELETE Erases a letter you typed

SPACE BAR Makes selections in games and menus;
underlines sentence parts in Cake Game 2

RETURN Selects underlined sentence parts in Cake
Game 2; elsewhere, use this key when
prompted

ESC Returns you to the previous menu
or screen

m Displays help windows from anywhere in
the program

CONTROL - S Turns the sound on and off

CONTROLl - [T] Turns the timer on and off

SHIFT I and a letter Capitalizes the letter (lie & lie)

CONTROLl - [A] Capitalizes the next letter pressed
(II&II+)
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Sentence Parts

Part Description Example
WHO Names a person or

group of people
six silly boys
Mr. Hooper
my teacher
we

WHAT Names animals or things six drippy ducks
my puppy
a new wagon
the big bike

DID WHAT Tells what happened made a mess
rode a bike
got sick
giggled

WHEN Tells the time something
happened

in the morning
at six o'clock
last year
on Sunday

WHERE Tells the place something
happened

in a puddle
under a box
on a pig's back
next to a frog

WHY Tells the reason something
happened

for a surprise
just for fun
for no reason
for the money

HOW Tells the way something
happened

very neatly
with good form
loudly
too fast

Complete Sentences
WHAT + DID WHAT
WHO + DID WHAT
WHO + DID WHAT + WHERE
WHO + DID WHAT + WHEN
WHAT + DID WHAT + WHEN

Examples
A duck sang a song.
The man sang a song.
The man sat in the park.
My mom ran on Sunday
My cat ran on Sunday.
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Limited Warranty

The Learning Company warrants to the original purchaser only that the diskette provided
with this manual and the software program coded on it will perform in accordance with
the descriptions in this manual when used with the specified equipment. If the program
is found defective within 90 days of your purchase, it will be replaced. Simply return
the diskette to The Learning Company along with a dated proof of purchase. Replace
ment of the diskette is the full extent of our liability.
This warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, whether oral or written, express or implied.
Any implied warranties, including those of merchantability and fitness for a particular
purpose, are limited in duration to 90 days from the date of purchase of this product.
The Learning Company shall not be liable for incidental and/or consequential damages
for the breach of any express or implied warranty including damage to property and,
to the extent permitted by law, damages for personal injury even if The Learning
Company has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Some states do not
allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages or limitations
on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations or exclusion may not
apply to you.
This warranty shall not be applicable to the extent that any provision of this warranty
is prohibited by any federal, state, or municipal law which cannot be pre-empted. This
warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other rights which vary
from state to state.

Warning: Any attempt to duplicate this program, except as described on page
2, may result in a damaged disk. This does not constitute user damage as
covered by the warranty.
The Learning Company grants a special license to school purchasers, permitting the
loading of the contents of this disk into multiple computers to be run at the same time
for classroom purposes.

Damaged Disk Replacement Policy: The Learning Company will replace disks that
the user damages for a duplicating and handling fee. Return your damaged disk and
a check for $10.00 to:

The Learning Company
545 Middlefield Road, Suite 170

Menlo Park, CA 94025
Attention: Disk Return Dept.
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